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ABSTRACT

The energy cycle of the mature hurricane resides in the secondary circulation that passes through the storm’s
eyewall. By equating the generation of energy in this cycle to boundary layer dissipation, an upper bound on
wind speed is derived. This bound depends on the degree of thermodynamic disequilibrium between the tropical
ocean and atmosphere, on the difference between sea surface and outflow absolute temperatures, and also on
the ratio between the enthalpy exchange and surface drag coefficients. Such a bound proves to be an excellent
predictor of maximum wind speeds in two different axisymmetric numerical models and does not appear to
depend on the existence of the hurricane eye. But further consideration of the detailed dynamics of the eye and
eyewall show that the intensification of hurricanes is accelerated by feedbacks associated with a component of
eye subsidence forced by radial turbulent diffusion of momentum. This radial momentum diffusion is an inevitable
by-product of the strong frontogenesis that the author here shows to be a fundamental characteristic of flow in
the eyewall. Thus, while the upper bound on hurricane wind speed is independent of the eye dynamics, the
intensification of hurricanes is indirectly accelerated by turbulent stresses that occur in the eye and eyewall.

1. Introduction

Does the eye of a hurricane respond passively to pro-
cesses operating in the eyewall or does it play an active
role in the storm’s evolution? This question was posed
succinctly by Willoughby (1995) and lies at the heart
of a general understanding of hurricane dynamics.

On the one hand, it is well known that the energy
producing, thermally direct circulation resides in the in,
up, and out secondary circulation that passes through
the eyewall (Riehl 1950; Kleinschmidt 1951). The cir-
culation in the eye is comparatively weak and, at least
in the mature stage, thermally indirect, so it cannot play
a direct role in the storm energy production. On the
other hand, the temperature in the eyes of many hur-
ricanes exceeds that which can be attained by any con-
ceivable moist adiabatic ascent from the sea surface,
even accounting for the additional entropy owing to the
low surface pressure in the eye (Riehl 1954). Thus, the
observed low central pressure of the storm is not con-
sistent with that calculated hydrostatically from the tem-
perature distribution created when a sample of air is
lifted from a state of saturation at sea surface temper-
ature and pressure.

Miller (1958) and, more recently, G. J. Holland (1997,
manuscript submitted to J. Atmos. Sci.) explicitly con-
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sider subsidence warming as a contributor to low surface
pressures in hurricanes. They estimate the amount of
warming by calculating the temperature of a hypothet-
ical air parcel descending through the eye and mixing
with air from the eyewall. No attempt is made to ensure
that the resulting temperature distribution is consistent
with the thermal wind relation applied to a reasonable
distribution of azimuthal velocity in the eye.

Smith (1980) pointed out that thermal wind balance
restricts the amount of warming that can take place. In
essence, the rotation of the eye at each level is imparted
by the eyewall, and the pressure drop from the outer to
the inner edge of the eye is simply that required by
gradient balance. Because the eyewall azimuthal veloc-
ity decreases with height, the radial pressure drop de-
creases with altitude, requiring, through the hydrostatic
equation, a temperature maximum at the storm center.
Smith’s model explicitly recognizes that the eye cir-
culation of a mature storm is mechanically driven by
the eyewall, as it must be if it is thermally indirect. The
warmth of the eye relative to the eyewall, and the pres-
sure drop to the center of the eye, are determined by
the rotation of the eyewall, and to calculate this, no
account of the details of the eye stratification or mixing
with the eyewall is necessary.

Smith’s account of the dynamics of the eye is sup-
ported by numerical integrations using the model of
Emanuel (1995a). In that model, it is possible to arbi-
trarily specify the stratification experienced by dry de-
scending air. Figure 1 shows that the maximum wind
speed and minimum surface pressure achieved by model
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FIG. 1. (a) Central surface pressure and (b) maximum swirling
velocity as functions of time for four values of the imposed dry
stratification Q using the model of Emanuel (1995a). All quantities
are dimensionless.

storms are largely independent of the value of the strat-
ification (as long as it is not too small, i.e., Q & 0.5),
confirming the predictions of Smith’s theory.

Thus, given the swirling velocity of the eyewall, the
steady-state eye structure is largely determined. But
does the adjustment of the eye to the eyewall have any
important effect on the spinup of the latter? This is
essentially Willoughby’s (1995) question.

An approach to estimating the maximum intensity of
hurricanes was developed by the author (Emanuel
1995b). Detailed consideration of the subcloud-layer en-
tropy budget of the eyewall region, together with an
assumption about the subcloud-layer relative humidity
just outside the eyewall and an assumption of slantwise
convective neutrality, leads to a prediction of maximum

wind speed that depends on the degree of ambient air–
sea thermodynamic disequilibrium, the difference be-
tween the sea surface and outflow temperatures, and the
ratio of the exchange coefficients of enthalpy and mo-
mentum. This estimate is independent of any consid-
eration whatsoever of the eye. But the central pressure,
which is estimated by integrating the gradient balance
equation inward from the radius of maximum winds,
does depend on the assumed radial profile of azimuthal
wind in the eye. By assuming solid body rotation, both
the maximum wind speed and central pressure are in
excellent agreement with the results of numerical in-
tegrations using two quite different models.

All this would seem to imply that the eye is a purely
passive response to the dynamics of the eyewall and
outer region. The aforementioned work establishes that
the energetic bound on maximum wind speed is indeed
independent of the eye dynamics, but whether hurri-
canes are dynamically capable of achieving this bound
has not been established. This spinup problem is largely
the subject of the present work. After rederiving the
upper bound on wind speed using an energy argument,
simple nonlinear models of the eyewall evolution are
used to demonstrate that the eyewall is an atmospheric
front. These models imply that while the wind field can
amplify purely from wind-induced surface heat ex-
change (WISHE), amplification of the entropy field de-
pends on the interaction of hurricanes with external dy-
namical systems and/or on diffusive processes associ-
ated with frontal collapse of the eyewall. It is further
demonstrated that these diffusive processes lead to more
rapid intensification of the wind field than otherwise
would occur. The results are summarized in section 4.

2. The energy cycle

In earlier work, the author (Emanuel 1986, 1988) con-
sidered the total amount of mechanical energy produced
when a sample of air traverses the circuit indicated in
Fig. 2. This amount of energy can be expressed as

E 5 eTs(sc 2 sa), (1)

where s is the total specific entropy, given by

L qvs 5 [c (1 2 q) 1 c q]lnT 1pd l T

2 [R (1 2 q)1 R q]lnp, (2)d v

and e is the thermodynamic efficiency, where

T 2 Ts oe [ . (3)
Ts

In (2), cpd is the heat capacity at constant pressure of
dry air, cl is the heat capacity of liquid water, q is the
specific humidity, T is absolute temperature, Lv the latent
heat of vaporization, Rd the gas constant of dry air, Rv

the gas constant of water vapor, and p the pressure. The
subscripts c and a refer to storm center and ambient
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FIG. 2. Hypothetical air trajectory in the original Carnot cycle
model (Emanuel 1986). Air flows all the way into the center, turns,
and flows up through the eyewall. The swirling velocity profile is
shown at bottom.

FIG. 3. Hypothetical air trajectory in a modified Carnot cycle. Air
does not flow into the center but instead turns and flows up through
the eyewall. The budget calculations discussed in text are performed
inside the dashed box.

environment, respectively. In (3), Ts is the sea surface
temperature and To the entropy-weighted mean temper-
ature of the storm’s outflow.

In order to find the minimum central pressure sus-
tainable in a steady hurricane, the available energy given
by (1) was equated with the frictional dissipation along
the surface leg of the trajectory (Fig. 2) and the work
dissipated in the outflow. The resulting estimates of min-
imum central pressure are in good agreement with the
central pressures of the most intense storms observed
(Emanuel 1988).

The trajectory considered in this analysis is problem-
atic in that the inward spiraling air is carried all the way
into the center of the storm. This is equivalent to as-
suming that the thermodynamic profile in the eye is
moist adiabatic (Emanuel 1986; G. J. Holland 1997,
manuscript submitted to J. Atmos. Sci.). Observations,
on the other hand, often show a strong temperature in-
version at low levels (e.g., Malkus 1958), with most
(but not all) of the inflow turning upward at the eyewall.
This was one of the bases of a recent critique of this
theory by G. J. Holland (1997, manuscript submitted to
J. Atmos. Sci.). Indeed, one of the predictions of the
theory, that the minimum central surface pressure is
independent of the value of the surface heat, moisture,
and momentum exchange coefficients, is in poor agree-
ment with numerical experiments (Ooyama 1969; Ro-
senthal 1971; Emanuel 1995b), which show a strong
dependence of central pressure on the ratio of the surface
enthalpy exchange coefficient to the surface drag co-
efficient. The fact that the prediction of central pressure
is in good agreement with observations implies that the

magnitude of the exchange coefficient ratio in nature is
near or slightly larger than unity (Emanuel 1995b).

The problem of artificially including the eye in the
energy cycle of the mature hurricane can be avoided by
considering instead the rates of energy and entropy pro-
duction and dissipation. Figure 3 shows the domain over
which the budgets are calculated. Air is assumed to enter
the domain in the frictional boundary layer and exit near
the top of the outer boundary of the domain. No as-
sumptions are made about the structure of the eye.

Once again, the mechanical energy available from the
Carnot cycle is given by

E 5 eTsDs, (4)

but here Ds represents the entropy increase from the
outer boundary to the eyewall rather than to the center.
The rate of mechanical energy production is

ME 5 MeTsDs, (5)

where M is the mass flux of the secondary circulation.
In equilibrium, this energy production must equal the
dissipation in the system. For simplicity, we shall as-
sume that all of the dissipation occurs in the frictional
boundary layer. [Emanuel (1986) showed that in gen-
eral, one must also account for dissipation in the out-
flow, but this is usually small unless the storm’s radial
dimension is quite large.] Thus,

MeTsDs . D, (6)

where D is the rate of dissipation in the boundary layer.
Considering that entropy is added to the atmosphere by
the sea and momentum is lost to the sea, (6) may be
expressed as
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FIG. 4. Theoretical value of the maximum wind speed in fully
developed tropical cyclones as a function of the ratio of the heat and
momentum surface exchange coefficients. The dimensional values
have been obtained using the scaling factors in Table 1 of Emanuel
(1995a). The results of running the numerical model of Emanuel
(1995b) are shown by dots, and those of running the model of Rotunno
and Emanuel (1987) are shown by crosses. From Emanuel (1995b).

r r0 0

3reT C zVz(s* 2 s )r dr 5 rC zVz r dr, (7)E s k 0 b E D

r rm m

where rm is the radius of the eyewall (approximately the
radius of maximum winds), r0 is an outer radius, |V| is
the surface wind speed, is the saturation entropy ofs*0
the ocean surface, sb is the actual entropy of subcloud-
layer air, r is the density, Ck is the coefficient controlling
enthalpy fluxes from the ocean, and CD is the drag co-
efficient.

We shall now assume that the largest contributions
to both integrals in (7) come from the flow near the
radius of maximum winds. In the first place, most of
the actual entropy increase in the boundary layer occurs
near the radius of maximum winds (Hawkins and Im-
bembo 1976). Also, as the dissipation varies as the cube
of the wind speed, its dominant contribution will come
from the high wind speed regions. Thus (7) may be
written approximately as

Ck2zV z . eT (s* 2 s )z , (8)m s 0 b mCD

where |Vm| is the maximum wind speed and the right-
hand side is evaluated near the radius of maximum
winds. [Note that (8) is not yet a closed expression for
|Vm| as specification of sb|m is required.1]

Although (8) is expressed as an approximation, its
exact form was derived by the author (Emanuel 1986,
1995b) by considering the entropy balance of the sub-
cloud layer in the eyewall under the assumption that
entropy is constant along angular momentum surfaces
there. That derivation [Eq. (13) of Emanuel 1995b]
gives (8), but with the approximate equality replaced
by an actual equality. The problem of determining the
maximum wind speed is closed by specifying a value
of the relative humidity of the subcloud layer just out-
side of rm. This allows one to calculate both sb|m and
the pressure at rm needed to calculate . The maximums*0
wind speed so estimated is compared to the results of
simulations using two very different numerical models
in Fig. 4. [The theoretical curve has been calculated
assuming that the subcloud layer relative humidity just
outside the eyewall is 80%. See Emanuel (1995b) for
details.] Clearly, (8) gives an excellent estimate of the
maximum wind speed and its correct dependence on Ck/
CD.

The derivations leading to (8) either from the present
consideration of storm energetics or from the entropy
balance of the subcloud layer (Emanuel 1995b) do not
account in any way for the dynamics of the hurricane
eye, suggesting that the dynamics has no important in-

1 The expressions in (7) and (8) do not account for dissipative
heating in the boundary layer. This changes the denominator of (3)
to T0 and will be described in a forthcoming work by Bister and
Emanuel.

fluence on the maximum wind speeds. On the other
hand, one does need to know something about the eye
to estimate the central pressure. The author showed that
merely assuming that the eye is in solid body rotation
and calculating the eyewall-to-center pressure drop from
cyclostrophic balance gives an estimate of central pres-
sure in excellent agreement with numerical simulations
(Fig. 3 of Emanuel 1995b). This suggests that the eye
can be regarded as a passive response to the eyewall,
in which the eye rotation is imparted by turbulent flux
of momentum from the eyewall, until the eye has at-
tained approximately solid body rotation. This basic
view of eye dynamics has been advanced by Smith
(1980) and is supported by the angular momentum bud-
get analysis of a numerical simulation by Kurihara and
Bender (1982). In the next section, we examine whether
the eye also acts as a passive partner during the inten-
sification of the storm.

3. The eyewall as an atmospheric front

The hurricane eyewall is a region of rapid variation
of thermodynamic variables. The transition from the
eyewall cloud to the nearly cloud-free eye is often so
abrupt that it has been described as a form of atmo-
spheric front (e.g., Palmén and Newton 1969, 486).
Eliassen (1959) was perhaps the first to recognize that
the flow under the eyewall cloud is inherently fronto-
genetic. Here we show that a simplified form of the
balance model presented by the author (Emanuel 1995a)
indeed entails strong frontogenesis at the inner edge of
the eyewall. Details of the derivations of the model
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FIG. 5. Schematic distribution of entropy (x) as a function of height
and radius (r) in a developing tropical cyclone. Note that R is assumed
to be constant along surfaces of constant x. It is assumed that the
storm is well enough developed that these surfaces flare out to large
radius near the tropopause, corresponding to an anticyclone there. At
the bottom is shown the distribution of swirling velocity, V, which
is proportional to 2R(dx/dR), and the time rate of change of po-Ï
tential radius, which is proportional to RV. This shows how surface
friction leads to eyewall frontogenesis.

equations presented here may be found in Emanuel
(1995a).

The eyewall is a region of rapid ascent that, together
with slantwise convection, leads to the congruence of
angular momentum and moist entropy (ue) surfaces (Ro-
tunno and Emanuel 1987). This directly implies that
three-dimensional vorticity vectors lie on ue surfaces,
so that the moist potential vorticity vanishes. As the air
is saturated, this in turn implies, through the invertibility
principle applied to flow in gradient and hydrostatic
balance, that the entire rotational flow may be deduced
from the radial distribution of ue in the boundary layer
and the distribution of vorticity at the tropopause. The
invertibility relation, equivalent in this case to a thermal
wind relation, was derived by Emanuel [1986, Eq. (11)]
and may be expressed in nondimensional form as

1 1 2 ]x
5 2 , (9)

2 2 3r r R ]Rb t

where rb is the (nondimensional) physical radius of an
angular momentum surface where it intersects the sur-
face, rt is the radius of the same surface at the tropo-
pause, x is the nondimensional entropy variable, and R
is the nondimensional potential radius, which is pro-
portional to the angular momentum per unit mass and
is given by

R2 5 2rV 1 r2, (10)

where V is the dimensionless azimuthal velocity. (See
Emanuel 1995a for the scaling factors.) Equation (9)
states that when there is a negative radial gradient of
entropy in the boundary layer under the eyewall (equiv-
alent to a negative radial gradient of temperature aloft),
the radius of angular momentum surfaces at the surface
must be smaller than it is at the tropopause, implying
a negative gradient of azimuthal wind with altitude.
Thus, (9) is a thermal wind equation.

The angular momentum surfaces in the eyewall of a
mature storm typically flare out to large radius, except
perhaps those that originate near the inner edge of the
eyewall. If k , then (9) may be approximated by2 2r rt b

1 2 ]x
. 2 . (11)

2 3r R ]Rb

Furthermore, in the region of large winds, the con-
tribution of the swirling velocity to the angular mo-
mentum is vastly larger than the contribution of the
earth’s rotation, and so the second term on the right of
(10) (which is multiplied by f, the Coriolis parameter,
in its dimensional form) can be neglected, giving

R2 . 2rV. (12)

Combining (11) and (12) gives

R]x
2V . 2 . (13)

2 ]R

Thus, the square of the swirling velocity varies as the

gradient of entropy with respect to potential radius in
the eyewall region. Now it is important to be aware that
the only radial flow in R coordinates is that owing to
friction, since dR/dt (the radial flow in R space) is pro-
portional to the rate of change of angular momentum.
The dimensionless equation for angular momentum con-
servation is

dR
2g 5 2rV /R,

dt

where g is the nondimensional boundary layer depth
(see Emanuel 1995a) and we have neglected the wind
dependence of the surface drag coefficient. Using (10)
in the cyclostrophic limit (r K 2V), this becomes

dR 1
g . 2 RV. (14)

dt 2

These relations can be used to help understand the
dynamics of the eyewall region, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Consider the eyewall to be a region of large negative
gradient of x, corresponding through (13) to large V2.
Regions of large V give rise to relatively large cross-R
surface flow, which advects entropy (x) across R sur-
faces. But since V [and thus, through (13), ]x/]R] must
vanish at R 5 0, this implies that 2]2x/]R2 will increase
with time and thus, again using (13), ]V/]R must also
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increase. The relative vorticity itself can be related to
]V/]R by using the definition of relative vorticity in
cylindrical coordinates

V ]V
z 5 1 ,

r ]r

together with the coordinate transformation

] ]R ] r V ]V ] r ]
5 5 1 1 1 5 (1 1 z) ,1 2]r ]r ]R R r ]r ]R R ]R

where we have used (10). The result of combining these
two expressions is

V r ]V
1

r R]R
z 5 , (15)

r ]V
1 2

R]R

so that a discontinuity forms when ]V/]R 5 R/r. As in
semigeostrophic theory, the actual secondary circulation
leading to frontal collapse is implicit. In the classic se-
migeostrophic theory of deformation-induced fronto-
genesis (Hoskins and Bretherton 1972), the background
geostrophic deformation flow provides the advection of
temperature across surfaces of absolute momentum (the
linear analog of angular momentum) that drives the
frontogenesis, whereas in the hurricane eyewall, surface
friction provides the cross-angular momentum surface
advection of entropy. Also note that the hurricane eye-
wall is not necessarily a front in surface temperature,
but instead involves the ue distribution, which is directly
related to density in saturated air.

The above heuristic description can be approximately
quantified by developing an equation for the entropy
content, x. In the eyewall region, x does not vary ap-
preciably along angular momentum surfaces, and the
conservation equation for x can be integrated upward
along such surfaces to yield [Emanuel 1995a, Eq. (A6)]

]x 1 ]x Ckg 5 b RV 1 V(x* 2 x) , (16)0[ ]]t 2 ]R CD

where g is the nondimensional depth of the boundary
layer, Ck /CD is the ratio of the surface enthalpy exchange
to surface drag coefficients, and is the saturationx*0
entropy of the sea surface. The wind dependence of the
surface exchange coefficients has been neglected in
(16). The parameter b is included in (16) as a crude
way of accounting for processes affecting the x distri-
bution outside the eyewall. These processes include con-
vective and large-scale downdrafts, which import low
ue air into the subcloud layer. The first term on the right-
hand side of (16) is the advection of x across R surfaces
by the frictionally induced part of the radial flow, while
the second term is the surface flux of entropy.

It is useful to pause at this point and review the as-
sumption behind this simplified model of hurricane dy-
namics. First, we have assumed that the fields are ax-

isymmetric, that the eyewall is saturated, and that en-
tropy and angular momentum surfaces are congruent in
the eyewall. We have assumed gradient and hydrostatic
wind balance everywhere above the boundary layer and
further assumed cyclostrophic balance near and within
the radius of maximum winds. At the top of the storm,
we have assumed that the circulation has been in ex-
istence long enough that an anticyclone has formed with
approximately zero absolute vorticity. We have not as-
sumed anything further about the thermodynamics of
the subcloud layer, except that outside the eyewall re-
gion we attempt to account, very crudely, for the crucial
presence of downdrafts by reducing the entropy ten-
dency there by a factor b.

The frontogenetical properties of (16) can be seen by
differentiating it in R and making use of (13):

2]V 1 ] b Ck35 R V 2 V(x* 2 x) . (17)s5 6[ ]]t 2 ]R g CD

Ignoring variations in b/g for the moment, (17) becomes

2]V 1b C ]Vk25 R 3V 2 (x* 2 x)s5[ ]]t 2 g C ]RD

C ]k
2 V (x* 2 x) . (18)s 6C ]RD

The last term on the right-hand side of (18) usually
damps the velocity, since 2 x generally increasesx*s
with radius. This turns out to be always true at the radius
of maximum wind. The first term on the right-hand side
of (18) acts to propagate the V distribution across R
surfaces at a phase speed given locally by

1b 1 Ck
c 5 2 R 3V 2 (x* 2 x) . (19)s[ ]4 g VCD

Now, according to (19), the local phase speed in R
space decreases with increasing V, so that inside the
radius of maximum winds the gradient of V with respect
to R will increase. By (15), the vorticity will eventually
become infinite. Thus the eyewall flow is frontogenetic.

It is also apparent from (18), however, that the am-
plitude of V decreases in time. (At the potential radius
of maximum winds, ]V/]R 5 0 and the remaining term
turns out to be negative there.) How can the flow speed
actually increase? Here we must emphasize the critical
role of radial variations of b/g. [Remember that b crude-
ly represents the effects of subsaturation outside the
eyewall. In point of fact, a major contributor to the
subcloud-layer entropy balance outside the eyewall are
the turbulent fluxes of entropy at the top of the subcloud
layer (Rotunno and Emanuel 1987). These decrease the
entropy tendency, and so b , 1 outside the eyewall.]
Allowing for these, (17) becomes
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2]V 1b C ]Vk25 R 3V 2 (x* 2 x)s[ ]]t 2 g C ]RD

1 C ] bk31 R V 2 V(x* 2 x)s 1 2[ ]2 C ]R gD

1 b C ]k2 R V (x* 2 x). (20)s2 g C ]RD

It follows from (20) that the amplification of the wind
speed in a hurricane depends on the existence of a neg-
ative gradient of b/g at the radius of maximum winds,
since the first term on the right-hand side of (20) van-
ishes there and the last term is negative. In the model
of Emanuel (1995a), g is fixed and b always does de-
crease across the radius of maximum winds, principally
because of convective downdrafts outside that radius.
In a real hurricane, g should increase across the radius
of maximum winds since the depth of a rotationally
constrained turbulent boundary layer is inversely pro-
portional to the inertial stability, which is large inside
the radius of maximum winds and small outside of it.
This variation of g also contributes, by (20), to ampli-
fication of the storm.

If we ignore the last term in (20), it is also clear that
the maximum wind speed in the eyewall will be given by

Ck2V 5 (x* 2 x) z , (21)m s mCD

which is identical to (8) [except that (8) is in dimen-
sional form]. Not surprisingly, the dynamics give the
same answer as that obtained from consideration of the
energetics.

We have seen that the eyewall dynamics are fronto-
genetic and that they imply maximum wind speeds that
are in good agreement with those produced in numerical
simulations (Fig. 4). But the simple model here does
not encompass the special dynamics of the hurricane
eye, where subsidence produces temperatures well in
excess of those produced by lifting boundary layer air.
The lack of eye dynamics can be seen by referring back
to (16) and noticing that the two terms on the right-
hand side of (16) are proportional to ]x/]R and ]x/]RÏ
respectively, by (13). Thus (16) allows no amplification
of the x field, even though the swirling velocity may
amplify. Since V2 is always positive and, by (13), pro-
portional to 2]x/]R, x must reach its maximum value
at R 5 0, but there is no mechanism for x to change at
R 5 0.

Part of the problem may result from neglecting 1/ 2rt

in (9), which is tantamount to assuming zero absolute
vorticity at the tropopause. Inside the R surface along
which the vertical velocity is a maximum, mass conti-
nuity implies radially inward motion at high levels, lead-
ing to a decrease in rt. If the cyclonic vorticity at the
tropopause attains a value much greater than the Coriolis
parameter, then (16) may be approximated by

1 ]x
2 2V . V 2 R , (22)t 2 ]R

where Vt is the azimuthal velocity at the tropopause.
Using (22) for V in (16) shows that amplification of the
x field is now possible through the surface fluxes. This
demonstrates that the upper boundary condition can play
an important role in the hurricane dynamics and, in
particular, that external influences that increase the cy-
clonic flow at the tropopause near the core (such as
interaction with cyclonic potential vorticity anomalies,
as suggested by Molinari et al. 1995) can intensify the
system.

Yet axisymmetric numerical models with no external
influences have no trouble producing an amplification
of both the x and V fields. It is well known that eye
subsidence is effective in increasing the temperature
there; this is essential for allowing the temperature field
to amplify in concert with V. The subsidence acts to
decouple the free atmosphere temperature field from the
boundary layer entropy, x. There are two mechanisms
for warming the eye: convectively induced subsidence
owing to convective heating in the eyewall (Shapiro and
Willoughby 1982) and mechanically forced subsidence
owing to the spinup of the eye by radial stress from the
eyewall (Smith 1980). Here is a brief review of these
mechanisms.

The convectively induced warming may be consid-
ered in relation to the fact that, even in a hurricane,
convective updrafts cover a small fractional area. The
dynamics of rotating stratified fluids dictates that tem-
perature perturbations be spread over a horizontal scale
proportional to the local deformation radius. As shown
by Shapiro and Willoughby (1982), this implies
(through a Sawyer–Eliassen-type equation in circular
coordinates) a rather strong secondary circulation out-
side the eyewall with a weaker circulation in the eye.
This circulation is, in most models, thermally direct for
at least a short time during the initial spinup. For the
present purposes, it is important to note that these con-
vectively induced secondary circulations cannot by
themselves raise the vertically averaged temperature to
a value greater than that inside convective clouds. The
proof of this is contained in the appendix. Thus the
convectively driven secondary circulation can, at most,
cause the average saturation entropy x* in the eye to
equal its value in the eyewall. This component of the
secondary circulation cannot, therefore, solve the prob-
lem of lack of amplification of the x field. From (13),
it is evident that when x* is uniform in the eye, V is
zero there.

Note also that subsidence in the eye must be asso-
ciated with divergence near the base of the eye. Thus
the convective circulations alone cannot directly spin
up the eye circulation. The only process that can do this
is turbulent fluxes of momentum from the eyewall
(Malkus 1958; Kuo 1958). Three-dimensional turbu-
lence has the effect of driving the eye circulation toward
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a state of solid-body rotation; turbulence of this kind is
represented parametrically in virtually all extant nu-
merical simulations. In the steady state, the inward flux
of angular momentum by turbulence in the eye must
balance the downward turbulent flux of angular mo-
mentum into the sea surface; thus a concave velocity
profile (outward-increasing angular velocity) is re-
quired, though the concavity may be slight.

As pointed out by Smith (1980), the outward slope
of the eyewall together with near solid-body rotation in
the eye implies that the eye circulation decreases with
altitude; this in turn implies, through the thermal wind
relation, that the temperature must increase radially in-
ward along pressure surfaces. The radial temperature
gradient inside the eye is a by-product of the mechanical
spin up of the eye by the eyewall.

Unlike convectively induced subsidence, the subsi-
dence forced by the mechanical spinup of the eye can
actually amplify the x* field beyond the value of x in
the eyewall. This is because, through the thermal wind
relation (13), mechanical spinup of the eye must nec-
essarily lead to an inward increase in x* to maintain
thermal wind balance. It does so through subsidence
forced by the eddy momentum fluxes. We conclude that
the mechanical spinup of the eye by radial stress with
the eyewall is crucial for amplification of the entropy
distribution in hurricanes, even though it is not nec-
essary for amplification of the wind field.

We attempt to illustrate these deductions about the
dynamics of the hurricane core through the use of three
very simple models. All three models use (16) for cal-
culating the boundary layer entropy distribution. As we
have seen, a negative gradient of b/g across the radius
of maximum winds is necessary for amplification of the
wind field, though the maximum wind speed is inde-
pendent of b/g. For simplicity, we take b/g to be unity
inside the radius of maximum winds and zero outside
of it. (The choice of unity is arbitrary; any other value
can be absorbed into the scaling of time. Taking b to
be nonzero outside the eyewall results in a weak ten-
dency of x there, even after maximum intensity is
reached, but does not affect the qualitative conclusions
that follow. Also, for reasons of numerical stability, we
actually allow b/g to decrease smoothly from unity to
zero over a range of eight grid points straddling the
radius of maximum winds. This specification of b/g
does no justice to the dynamics outside the eyewall,
where the actual x* distribution is determined by the
dynamically set distribution of subsidence and by
boundary layer thermodynamics, including convective
downdrafts. This simplification stems from the desire
to focus on the eyewall dynamics and to allow for the
possibility of strictly steady solutions, and does not af-
fect the qualitative conclusions derived from these very
simple models.) The thermal wind relation (13) is as-
sumed to hold everywhere, though for generality we
must replace the entropy x by the saturation entropy x*

to include cases where the air is conditionally stable
(i.e., the eye, where x* . x):

R]x*
2 2V 5 2 . (23)

2 ]R

In the first of the three models, which we call the
‘‘zero diffusion’’ model, we assume that there is no
mechanical spinup of the eye, and that the convectively
induced subsidence results in an eye temperature that
is uniform on pressure surfaces and always equal to the
value of x (and thus x*) in the eyewall. Since x* is
thus horizontally uniform in the eye, V 5 0 there by
virtue of (23). This is consistent with the assumed ab-
sence of viscous stresses in this model of the eye. For
simplicity, we take the inner edge of the eyewall to be
the radius at which the boundary layer value of x is a
maximum. Thus, in this very simple model,

x R $ R ,xmaxx* 5 (24)
x R , R ,5 max xmax

where xmax is the maximum value of x in the boundary
layer and Rxmax is the potential radius at which this max-
imum occurs.

To close the model, the saturation entropy of the sea
surface that appears in (16) must be specified. We lin-
earize the dependence of the saturation entropy on pres-
sure, giving

1
2x* . 1 2 AP . 1 1 A x* 1 V , (25)s 1 22

following Emanuel (1995a), where the definition of the
coefficient A may be found. (Its value is typically near
0.5.)

Thus the first of these highly simplified models con-
sists of (16) and (23)–(25), with b/g varying from unity
inside the radius of maximum winds to zero outside of
it. [We add a small amount of damping to (16) to control
the numerical integration.] Nothing in this model pre-
vents frontal collapse, as indicated by (15), and indeed
a discontinuity forms in a small amount of time. For
this reason, we display, in Fig. 6, the fields in potential
radius (R) coordinates instead of physical space. It is
clearly seen that the azimuthal velocity amplifies toward
its maximum value, while the amplitude of the x field
changes little. (What change does occur is caused by
some numerical noise.) Once again, this model produces
just enough subsidence in the eye to keep its temperature
equal to the eyewall temperature on each pressure sur-
face, consistent with zero azimuthal velocity throughout
the eye, since there is no mechanism to spin up the eye.

2 In regions of subsidence, there is no reason for x* to be uniform
along angular momentum surfaces. Assuming it to be so is analogous
to assuming constant background stratification in the quasigeostrophic
system.
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FIG. 6. (a) Dimensionless swirling velocity and (b) entropy as a
function of potential radius, at 5 times, in the zero diffusion model.
In (b), the dashed lines show the saturation entropy of the free at-
mosphere.

Were Fig. 6 drawn in physical coordinates, both fields
would be folded starting shortly after the initial time.

The breakdown of this model at the time of formation
of a discontinuity leads us to propose a second model,
which will be referred to as the ‘‘minimum diffusion’’
model. It contains just enough diffusion to prevent the
model fields from going beyond a pure discontinuity,
as indicated by (15). From (15), we insist that

]V R
# .

]R r

Using (12) to eliminate r, this gives

]V 2V
# . (26)

]R R

We apply (26) by insisting that inside the outermost
radius at which (26) is violated,

2R
V 5 V , (27)crit1 2Rcrit

where Vcrit is the wind speed at Rcrit, which is the max-
imum potential radius at which (26) is violated. This
has the effect of adjusting the gradient of V back to its
critical value given by (26). Integrating (23) inward
from RVm using (27) gives

x R $ R ,crit

4 (28)x* 5 1 R
25x 1 V 1 2 R , R .crit crit crit1 2[ ]2 Rcrit

The saturation entropy at the storm center is amplified
over the eyewall entropy by a factor of 1/2 .2Vcrit

The second model, then, consists of (16), (23), (25),
and (28) with b/g varying as before. The results of
integrating this model are shown in Fig. 7, and this time
the fields are displayed in physical space. As dictated
by the design of the experiment, the vorticity is infinite
in the eyewall. [The velocity would be exactly zero in
the eye, but to transform to physical space we have used
the full back-transform from (10), whereas (15) is based
on the approximation that the vorticity is much larger
than the Coriolis parameter.]

In this second experiment, the V, x, and x* fields all
amplify, and the V field amplifies substantially faster
and to a greater amplitude than in the first experiment.
One reason for this is that the radial diffusion increases
the swirling velocity inside the critical radius (in R
space) and thus increases the surface entropy flux there.
This in turn increases the entropy inside the radius of
maximum winds and thus helps increase the negative
gradient of x*, which is proportional to V2, at the radius
of maximum winds. The momentum diffusion thus has
a positive feedback on the velocities through its effect
on the surface heat fluxes. The rate of development in
this simple model is probably overestimated owing to
the neglect of radial diffusion of heat.

We emphasize that the first model becomes ill posed
at the time of formation of an actual discontinuity, so
that this second model represents the minimum diffusion
that leads to physically possible solutions after forma-
tion of the discontinuity. In effect, frontal formation
creates a circumstance in which mechanical diffusion
must occur and must lead to a jump in x* across the
radius of maximum winds. This suggests a critical role
of eyewall frontogenesis in allowing for amplification
of the entropy field in hurricanes, at least once the upper
anticyclone is fully developed (rt → `).

In the third model, called the ‘‘maximum diffusion’’
model, we assume that three-dimensional turbulence is
perfectly efficient in establishing uniform angular ve-
locity (solid-body rotation) inside the radius of maxi-
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6 but for the minimum diffusion model shown
as a function of physical radius. In this case, the dashed lines show
the boundary layer entropy, while the full lines show the saturation
entropy of the free atmosphere.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7 but for the maximum diffusion model.

mum winds. (But, again, we neglect diffusion of heat.)
Thus we assume that inside the radius of maximum
winds,

r R
V 5 V 5 V , (29)m m1 2 1 2r Rv Vm m

where rVm is the physical radius of maximum winds, and
the second equality results from the first in combination
with (10). In adjusting the momentum field, we insist
upon global conservation of angular momentum, so that
the quantity

rm

2Vr drE
0

is conserved during the adjustment. Integrating (23)
gives

x, R $ R ,Vm

2 (30)x* 5 R
25x 1 V 1 2 , R , R .m m Vm1 2[ ]RVm

The saturation entropy at the storm center is amplified
over the eyewall entropy by a factor of , twice the2Vm

value of the minimum diffusion model. The third model,
then, consists of (16), (23), (25), and (30), with b/g
varying as before. The results of integrating this model
are displayed in Fig. 8. The swirling velocity amplifies
at about the same rate as in the minimum diffusion
model, but the eye temperature (proportional to x*) is
somewhat higher. This corresponds to lower central
pressure, reflecting the additional swirling velocity in
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the eye. Once again, momentum diffusion has the pos-
itive feedback effect of increasing the surface entropy
fluxes inside the radius of maximum winds, but the ad-
ditional surface dissipation in the eye leads to a slightly
smaller maximum wind speed than in the second model.

These three models, taken together with previous re-
search results, suggest that the intensification of tropical
cyclones may be usefully divided into two stages. The
first stage is defined to encompass the evolution of the
system before eyewall frontal collapse has occurred. We
hypothesize that two critical circumstances must occur
during the first stage: a mesoscale column or ring of
nearly saturated air must be established, and a positive
anomaly of entropy (ue) must develop in the subcloud
layer. The three models described in this section pre-
suppose that these events have taken place. As shown
previously (Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Emanuel
1989), the near-saturation condition is critical; other-
wise, ascent leads to convective downdrafts that de-
crease the subcloud-layer entropy and quench the de-
velopment. (This effect is not included in the simple
models presented in this section, except implicitly in
the specification of b.) Here it has been shown that the
WISHE mechanism cannot by itself amplify the sub-
cloud-layer entropy distribution once the upper anti-
cyclone is fully developed (rt → `) and before frontal
collapse occurs. This suggests an important role for
interaction with external systems in the upper tropo-
sphere, insofar as they diminish anticyclonic vorticity
near the tropopause, as has been shown observationally
by Molinari et al. (1995). The downward projection of
the cyclonic vorticity along angular momentum sur-
faces, which act as characteristic surfaces in moist po-
tential vorticity inversion, yields a component of surface
wind that may be in phase with the subcloud-layer en-
tropy distribution, allowing the latter to amplify through
surface entropy fluxes.

The system dynamics undergo a strong transition
when frontal collapse occurs at the eyewall. Even in the
inviscid limit, radial diffusion becomes important and
leads to strong subsidence in the eye, enough to increase
the saturation entropy of the eye over that of the eyewall
by a factor of 1/2 (in nondimensional terms). Before2Vm

radial diffusion of momentum becomes important, the
vertically averaged saturation entropy of the central re-
gion is limited to a value no larger than that of the
entropy of the eyewall. We emphasize that convection
alone cannot cause the temperature to exceed the ver-
tically averaged temperature inside the convective
clouds, except transiently in association with gravity
waves.

Although the wind field can amplify in the absence
of the frontal dynamics, the entropy distribution appar-
ently cannot amplify in the absence of both frontal dy-
namics and upper tropospheric influences. Frontal for-
mation allows both fields to amplify in concert, and the
wind field amplifies somewhat more rapidly than in the
case in which the frontal dynamics are ignored.

After frontal collapse has taken place, radial mo-
mentum diffusion may be expected to slowly establish
a swirling velocity profile that is near solid body rota-
tion, but at least slightly concave to allow an inward
turbulent flux of angular momentum to compensate fric-
tional loss at the sea surface. By thermal wind balance,
this leads to an additional increase of saturation entropy
of 1/2 at the storm center; to accomplish this, there2Vm

must be additional subsidence. This additional subsi-
dence is mechanically forced by the spinup of the eye
by the eyewall. When a quasi-steady state is reached,
there will be some continual subsidence owing to ra-
diative cooling and, secondarily, by some outward tur-
bulent diffusion of heat that may occur as a by-product
of the inward turbulent diffusion of angular momentum.
This basic balance of the mature eye, with inward tur-
bulent diffusion of angular momentum balancing loss
to the surface and outward turbulent diffusion of heat
and radiative cooling balancing subsidence warming,
was found in numerical simulations by Kurihara and
Bender (1982).

The pivotal role of radial turbulent momentum dif-
fusion in the intensification of hurricanes is also sug-
gested in numerical simulations using potential radius
as the radial coordinate. The author (Emanuel 1989)
used such a model to perform an experiment in which
the explicit radial diffusion of angular velocity was
turned off but radial heat diffusion was retained. In con-
trast to a control experiment with equal coefficients of
angular velocity and heat diffusion, the wind field in
this experiment experienced only very slow intensifi-
cation after frontal collapse (see Fig. 5 of that paper).
Given equal coefficients of angular velocity and heat
diffusion, the same model’s behavior is quite insensitive
to the magnitude of the coefficients.

4. Summary

The analysis undertaken here suggests an answer to
Willoughby’s question, quoted in the introduction. Giv-
en an initial positive entropy anomaly in the subcloud
layer, and a mesoscale column or ring of nearly saturated
air collocated with it, the wind field can apparently am-
plify in the absence of the special dynamics associated
with the eye. By ‘‘special dynamics’’ we mean, specif-
ically, the strong, radial turbulent diffusion of momen-
tum that is responsible for the spinup of the eye. But
without such diffusion, the WISHE mechanism is in-
capable of amplifying the entropy distribution of the
storm, unless interaction with external dynamical sys-
tems results in an increase of vorticity near the tropo-
pause. The radial gradient of the entropy does amplify
in concert with the swirling velocity. Convectively
forced subsidence in the eye can do no more than keep
the vertically averaged eye temperature equilibrated to
that of the eyewall.

But we have shown here that the amplification of the
swirling flow is strongly frontogenetic and results, in a
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comparatively short time, in frontal collapse at the inner
edge of the eyewall. This frontal collapse leads to a
dramatic transition in the storm dynamics. Once it has
occurred, radial turbulent diffusion of momentum must
become important, even in the inviscid limit, and it nec-
essarily results in a mechanically induced, thermally
indirect component of the secondary circulation in the
eye and eyewall. Such a circulation raises the vertically
averaged temperature of the eye beyond its value in the
eyewall and allows for an amplification of the entropy
distribution. Feedbacks with the surface fluxes then al-
low the boundary layer entropy to increase and also
result in a more rapid intensification of the swirling
wind.

Thus, we argue that frontal collapse of the eyewall
is a key process in the evolution of tropical cyclones.
Without it, amplification of the temperature distribution
relies on external influences and intensification of the
wind field is slow. Once it has taken place, the me-
chanical spinup of the eye allows the temperature dis-
tribution to amplify without external influences and,
through positive feedback with surface fluxes, allows
the entropy field to amplify and the swirling velocity
to increase somewhat more rapidly. With or without
frontogenesis, the maximum wind speed is set by the
energy available from the Carnot cycle.
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APPENDIX

Proof That Convection Cannot Cause the
Vertically Averaged Temperature to Exceed That

in Convective Clouds in a Balanced Model

The proof stems from an elliptic equation for the
pressure tendency in cylindrical coordinates for flow in
hydrostatic and gradient balance. All the equations here
involve dimensionless variables, phrased in potential ra-
dius coordinates. The potential radius R is given by

R2 5 2rV 1 r2. (A1)

The independent variables in this system are R, pressure
(P), and time (t); partial derivatives with respect to one
of these assume that the other two are held fixed.

In these coordinates, the gradient wind and hydro-
static equations may be written as (see footnote 2 of
Schubert and Hack 1983)

1 1 2 ]F
5 1 (A2)

2 2 3r R R ]R

and

]F ]P
u 5 2 , (A3)

]P ]p

where u is the potential temperature, p is the Exner
function [5 , where cp is the heat capacityR cd pc (P/P )p 0

at constant pressure, Rd is the gas constant, and P0 is a
reference pressure], and F is the modified geopotential

1
2F 5 w 1 V ,

2

where w is the actual geopotential.
The thermodynamic equation (see also Schubert and

Hack 1983; Emanuel 1989) is

]u 1 ]c
5 Q 2 , (A4)

]t 2sR]R

where Q is a dimensionless heating rate, c is the mass
streamfunction, and s is the inverse potential vorticity.
Finally, the mass continuity equation may be written as
(Emanuel 1989)

2]r ]c
5 . (A5)

]t ]P

An elliptic equation relating the local time tendency
of the modified geopotential F to the heating Q can be
derived as follows. First, differentiate (A2) in time and
then use (A5) to eliminate ]r2/]t. The result is

4]c 2r ] ]F
5 2 . (A6)

3]P R ]R ]t

Next, multiply (A4) through by s and substitute (A3)
for u:

1 ]c dP ] ]F
5 sQ 1 s . (A7)

2R]R dp]P ]t

Finally, eliminate c between (A6) and (A7), giving

41 ] r ] ]F ] dP ] ]F ]
1 s 5 2 (sQ). (A8)

31 2 1 2R]R R ]R ]t ]P dp]P ]t ]P

It can be easily demonstrated, using (A8), that the
geopotential tendency has no extremum in any place
where Q 5 0, other than perhaps at a boundary.3 First,
expand the derivations on the left-hand side of (A8) in
any place where Q 5 0:

4 4 21 ] r ] ]F ] dP ] ]F r ] ]F
1 s 1

3 4 21 2 1 2R]R R ]R ]t ]P dp ]P ]t R ]R ]t

2dP ] ]F
1 s 5 0. (A9)

2dp]P ]t

For there to be an extremum of ]F/]t away from bound-
aries, three conditions must be satisfied:

3 If the boundary can be represented by image heat sources that
are not themselves at the boundary, then (A8) implies that no extre-
mum of geopotential tendency can occur in any place where Q 5 0.
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] ]F
5 0,

]R ]t

2 2] ]F ] ]F ] ]F
5 0, . 0. (A10)

2 21 21 2]P ]T ]R ]t ]P ]t

The last condition ensures that the curvatures of the
distribution of ]F/]t in both directions have the same
sign. Examination of (A9) shows that, provided s is
everywhere positive, the conditions (A10) cannot all be
satisfied. Thus, ]F/]t cannot have an extremum where
Q 5 0 other than at a boundary that is not representable
by image heat sources.

Now consider a localized heat source and integrate
(A3), starting a sufficient distance from the source that
there can be considered to be no geopotential tendency
there. The result is

P Pdp
F 5 u dp 5 RT d lnP, (A11)E EdP

` `

where we have used the definition of the Exner function
p. Differentiating in time gives

P]F ]T
5 R d lnP. (A12)E]t ]t

`

Suppose we take the limit of integration (P) in (A12)
to be just above where a single point source of heat is
located [where ]/]P(sQ) is a maximum]. It follows from
the aforementioned results that the extreme value of the
integral in (A12) will be found along that R surface that
intersects the heat source.

Here it is important to recognize that, in the atmo-
sphere, the heat source is not specified; it is internal.
Whatever else may be said about convection, it will not
proceed if the virtual temperature of a parcel lifted ad-
iabatically from the subcloud layer is less than that of
its immediate environment. We have established that the
tendency of temperature averaged vertically along an-
gular momentum surfaces is always maximized at the
angular momentum surface(s) containing the heat
source(s). As soon as the (virtual) temperature increases
to that of an adiabatically lifted parcel, the convection
will cease. It follows that convection cannot, by itself,
raise the temperature averaged vertically along angular
momentum surfaces to a value higher than that of an
adiabatically lifted parcel, given a balanced flow with
nonnegative potential vorticity.

This statement should not be taken to preclude the
ability of convection to further increase temperature
where it is already higher than that of convective clouds.
If some other process (e.g., angular momentum diffu-
sion) creates an eye that is warmer than the air inside
convective clouds, the circulation induced by the clouds
can make it warmer still. Even in this case, though, the
rate of warming caused directly by the clouds will be

largest next to the convective clouds, so eventually the
eyewall temperature would overtake the eye temperature
were it not for the action of other processes.
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